A m y Rose C a pet ta
Discussion Questions
1.  Echo is Zara’s actual dream role. Whether you’ve acted before or not, what would your dream role be? What
about this character resonates with you?
2.  For her novel, Amy Rose Capetta creates Echo and Ariston, a Greek tragedy that only exists in Zara’s world.
If you were to create a story within a story (a play your characters are in, a book your character is reading, a
movie your characters love), what genre would you pick? Why?
3.  Echo and Ariston draws from several classic plays. If you’re familiar with any Greek tragedies, what aspects of
them did you recognize in Echo and Ariston? Are there other plays or books that remind you of it?
4.  What did you notice about the novel’s different points of view? How was a chapter from Meg’s perspective,
for instance, different than a chapter from Eli’s?
5.  Which point of view did you most enjoy reading? Why?
6.  At points, Zara worries that she won’t be able to play Echo with sincerity because the role is so focused
on a feeling she’s never experienced. Do you think it’s possible for someone who’s never been in love to
convincingly play a character in love?
7.  Zara and Eli feel swept up in a story that’s heading for a tragic ending neither of them can prevent. In her
Author’s Note, Amy Rose Capetta writes, “I read over and over that love between two girls would end in loss,
heartbreak, tragedy. I could only find a handful of books that broke the pattern, and I felt desperately pulled
to write about a love like mine: epic and intimate, thrilling and terrifying.” Why do so many queer stories
end in tragedy? Why is it important to write new stories that show healthy, happy LGBTQIA+ characters and
their relationships?
8.  Are Zara and Eli in control of their own narrative? How do their actions fit within the framework of a classic
love story or murder mystery? And how do they defy expectations or genre conventions?
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Discussion Questions (continued)
9.  Zara is bisexual, and she’s afraid to say so out loud. Why does she hesitate to claim that identity even after she
realizes — and acts on — her feelings for Eli? Why do you think Adrian is the one she finally opens up to?
10.  Who did you suspect was behind the murders? Were you surprised once you learned the truth? Had you
guessed correctly about any of it?
11.  One line recurs again and again over the course of the book, first in act 1, scene 1, when Zara steps into the
Aurelia Theater: “This is already better. This is already more (p. 4).” At what other times did you notice
characters echoing this sentiment? What does it convey to you? More what?
12.  Echo After Echo places a lot of weight on the importance of boundaries, both physical and emotional. Which
characters respect the personal space and privacy of others, and which cross the line?
13.  Compare the two scenes where physical touch is used to help an actor learn their lines — first, when Leopold
tells Carl to lie on top of Zara, and second, when Zara helps Adrian. How are the two instances different
despite their use of the same method? How does consent come into play here and at other times in the book?
Why is Zara sensitive about personal space in a way neither Leopold nor Carl is?
14.  Color and light are so essential to the story that they almost feel like their own characters. How do the types
of color or light associated with different characters reveal something about them?
15.  Several characters refer to Leopold as an “art monster” (p. 201). Why does the world make exceptions for
abusive or criminal behavior by so-called geniuses? Why is tolerance so high for figures in power? Think
of real-life examples: politicians, artists, directors, athletes. Why are some held accountable and some not?
Do you think there are certain lines that, once crossed, guarantee a fall from grace? What makes those lines
different?
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